
 

From Sudan to St. Joseph 
By Angie 

 
On October 12, 2014, Abd, his wife, and three month old son took three flights to meet his brother at the 

Kansas City Airport. Abd and his wife entered a Visa lottery program in September, 2012 to leave the country. 
Two years and one month later, they were chosen. Leaving a village near Singa in the state of Sennar, Sudan, 
Abd and his family set out to have a better life in America. Along with being a very poor area, the dissention 

between the people of Sudan and the government made the area unsafe. Even though the move meant 
leaving their families behind, they were happy to have the opportunity to come to America. 

 

Abd’s brother came to America in 2005, first settling in Grand Island, Nebraska then moving to St. Joseph in 
2010. The plan was for Abd and his family to join him and work together in his grocery store in downtown St. 

Joseph, which he opened in 2012. Abd left the business world and his wife left her job as an elementary 
teacher to immigrate to America. Abd is very happy with their move. “America is a great country and St. 

Joseph is a safe place with nice people.” 
 

Sudan is one of the largest countries in Africa. Prior to 2011, it was the largest but then South Sudan voted to 
leave and become its own country making Sudan now the fourth in size. Back home, Abd says, is hot and poor 

and cholera is killing its people. Like the United States, Sudan experiences four seasons, but they’re quite 
different. There’s no snow and the people experience four months of rain from June through October. Spring 
is a short 15 days followed by the summer with daily temperatures hovering around 100 fahrenheit seem to 

last forever. 
 

According to Abd, he and his family plan on staying in St. Joseph; they are treated well here. Both he and his 
wife take English classes at Webster. She comes to class in the morning while Abd stays home and cares for 

their son and then they switch; Abd comes to class and his wife goes home to care for their child. After class, 
Abd goes to work at his brother’s store, Nation Mart, where they sell African foods and goods for the family. 

 

Language is the biggest difficulty Abd and his wife have faced in their three years in St. Joseph. Both studied 
English in their home country, but it was British English, not American English. Abd stated that the different 

word meanings are confusing as well as the various accents. Spelling is also a challenge. He and his wife 
practice speaking English at home and are teaching their son and daughter (who was born after they moved) 

both English and Arabic, their native language. To better help them with their new language, they watch 
movies and many hours of CNN. 

 

Abd stays in contact with his family in Sudan through weekly phone calls. By working at his brother’s Nation 
Mart, Abd and his wife are able to purchase and cook food from their native home. The big difference they’ve 
noticed is the abundance of processed food in America. In Sudan, refrigeration is limited so everything is fresh. 
In St. Joseph, they eat lots of chicken and fish and prefer drinking lemonade. On the weekends, they like to go 
to the China buffet and Burger King. At home, they eat a lot of lamb, goat, chicken, and fish. Popular items like 

pork and soda are avoided by Abd and his wife; they just don’t like them. Abd doesn’t like pizza, but his wife 
and son eat cheese pizza sometimes. 

 

Another difference they’ve discovered is clothing. Men wear very similar clothes, button shirts, t-shirts, and 
khakis, but no jeans. It’s just too hot in Africa for jeans. Women have a more significant difference: they don’t 
ever wear pants in their native county. Long skirts, blouses, and long dresses are norm, unlike what is worn by 
women in St. Joseph. In Sudan, women also wear scarves on their heads, but his wife no longer does since she 

moved to St. Joseph. 
 

A third difference between the two countries is the material used in constructing homes. In their village, many 
homes are made of sod or cement bricks. The sod homes are popular, but very dangerous in the summer 

months because of the heat and fire hazard. Many of their homes are also constructed into hills, so much is 
underground. 

 

Staying in St. Joseph is what both Abd and his wife want to do. As Abd’s English becomes more fluent, he 
would like to work as an interpreter for either businesses or at the airport. In addition to helping others 

through language interpretation, Abd wants to help others both here in St. Joseph and in his native Sudan. He 
has a long list of ways to help others less fortunate than himself: provide food and shelters for the homeless 

and build wells for poor African villages are at the top. His dream, however, is to become a journalist for CNN. 
 

Abd’s helping heart and desire to make the world a better place, along with his smile and vivacious 
personality, make him a man with success in his future. He will, without a doubt, do his part to make the world 

a better place. 
 


